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Abstract. In this study, changes in the morphological traits of the leaves of elm tree (Ulmus minor ‘Umbraculifera’) were investigated against the air pollution in Tehran City, capital of Iran. For this purpose, the healthy and fully developed leaves were sampled from even-aged trees of the same diameter class from 3 districts of Tehran City with different traffic volume and air pollution load. Then, the micro-morphological traits of the stoma including length, width, density, size, stomatal shape, trichome density, and theoretical stomatal resistance were measured using Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. The macro-morphological traits, including length, width, shape, and area of the leaf, as well as the number of teeth on the blade, length of petiole, and asymmetry of the blade were measured. Determining the wet and dry weights and leaf turgor, the specific leaf area and relative water content were estimated. The results showed that the macro-morphological traits of the leaves were resistant and did not change significantly in the presence of air pollutants. In the contaminated areas, unlike the stomatal density that showed an increase, the stomatal size decreased. With increasing leaf thickness in the polluted areas, the stomatal density also showed an increase. Due to the inherent resistance of the leaves of elm tree to the reduction of leaf water potential, the failure of the photosynthesis rate, caused by the presence of pollutants, is compensated. In the species of elm, the traits of stomatal density and size are better descriptors for reflecting leaf changes in different environmental conditions.
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Introduction

Air pollution in urban and industrial areas affects the survival of plant species. Although plants in industrial environments can be effective in controlling and reducing air pollution, they are affected by air pollutants and damaged (Dineva, 2004). Different plants show different sensitivity and performance in the face of air pollution (Dineva, 2004; Verma and Singh, 2006; Stevovi et al., 2010). The response of plants to environmental conditions and changes is strongly associated with their structural and functional characteristics (Gostin, 2009; Wang et al., 2011). Environmental changes
lead to anatomical and morphological changes in the organs of plants (Verma and Singh, 2006; Wuytack et al., 2010; Stevovi et al., 2010).

Several studies have been done on the structure and anatomy of vegetative organs under conditions of environmental pollution (Arriaga et al., 2014; Chaturvedi et al., 2013; Lima et al., 2000; Kardel et al., 2010; Balasooriya et al., 2009). Plant species that are resistant to air pollution can show adaptations and continue to grow. The resistance of different tree species to air pollution is different, and some species are able to withstand pollutants and can remain normal and healthy (Magtoto et al., 2013). Among plant organs, leaves are more sensitive to environmental tension because most of the physiological processes, such as photosynthesis, are carried out through leaves. However, leaves have greater flexibility to adapt to the environmental conditions (Dineva, 2004; Rani et al., 2006). Hence, studying the reactions and adaptations of leaves in the face of air pollutants can be a good indicator of the performance of plant species in polluted environments. In cities and industrial areas, wooden species and trees, with their high leaf area, are effective in controlling and reducing air pollutants (Saebo et al., 2012; Petrova et al., 2013).

Having informed on the capability and performance of species and determining the ability of different species to deal with air pollution can be the first step to maximize the benefits of trees in urban and industrial areas (Escobedo et al., 2011; Saebo et al., 2012). It also provides a suitable basis for the selection of plant species and improving air quality (Wang et al., 2011).

Tehran, as the largest city in Iran, is considered as one of the world’s populous cities (Naddafi et al., 2012). The city faces problems such as high population density and heavy traffic jam. It is the most industrialized city of Iran. Many industries such as power plants, refineries, furnaces, and metal processing and smelting plants are located on the outskirts of the city (Kermani et al., 2016). In Tehran, air pollution is a serious problem, and pollutants from vehicle traffic are a major contributor to this pollution (Kermani et al., 2016, 2003; Naddafi et al., 2012; Salmanzadeh et al., 2015; Kord et al., 2010; Leili et al., 2008; Sowlat et al., 2011). The present study was carried out to study the capabilities and resistance of elm (Ulmus minor ‘Umbraculifera’) tree against air pollution. The study seeks to answer the question that is it advisable to plant elm tree with the purpose of development of green spaces in urban and industrial areas with high rate of air pollution. Accordingly, changes in the morphological traits of the leaf of street-side trees of Tehran City were investigated.

**Materials and methods**

**Study area**

Tehran is the capital city of Iran, located in 35° 36’ northern latitude and 50° 53’ eastern longitude. The average altitude of the city is 1191 m above sea level. The maximum and minimum levels of temperature are, respectively, 22.5 °C and 11.2 °C. Majority of industries are located on the western part of the city and its suburbs where the prevailing wind blows towards the east-west direction (Alijani and Safavi, 2005). Tehran’s topographic conditions are such that the mountains surround the city from the north and east and these elevated barriers prevent the evacuation of pollutants from the city. Moreover, on the west side, due to being openness, suburban pollutants also enter the city with the help of winds (Alijani and Safavi, 2005; Golbazi et al., 2010).
Research procedure

Three districts of Tehran City were selected to take samples from the leaves of street-side elm trees. These three districts in terms of the traffic volume and air pollution load were divided in two categories of low emission (Site 1: Chitgar Station) and high emission (Site 2: Azadi Street and Site 3: Gisha Bridge) (Fig. 1).

The first site, Chitgar Station, was located in a forest park on the western outskirts of the city with a dense green space, where the traffic volume was very low. The distance of Site 1 from the nearest highway (Tehran-Karaj Highway, as most crowded highway of Iran) was more than 1000 m. Despite the low traffic of this station, under the influence of the prevailing wind direction, numerous small and large industrial sites in the region, and the discussed topographic conditions, this site deals with the consequences of air pollution.

Since majority of the particles released from the vehicles are sedimentated at the shortest distance from the emission source, attempts were made to collect the samples from the leaves of road-side trees.

Samples in Site 2 were collected from street-side trees in Azadi Square, the west and southwest of Tehran. Traffic volume in Azadi Square is very heavy. However, due to wide streets and pedestrian walkways, as well as lower density of residential and commercial buildings, air conditioning is better in this site, compared to the Site 3.

Site 3 is located in the central part of Tehran. A vehicle overpass, the intersection of two highways, proximity to residential and commercial structures, such as higher education institutions and offices have caused massive traffic jams and reduced air conditioning in this part of the city.

Figure 1. Situation of the sampling sites in Tehran City and in Iran

Figure 2 shows air quality indicators of Tehran in 2014. The data were obtained from the annual report on air quality of Tehran in 2014 published by Tehran Air Quality Control Company. The Site 1 was located in a forest park in the outskirt of the city, where there was no active air monitoring station nearby. The nearest air monitoring stations to the Sites 2 and 3 were placed at a distance of about 500 m away from the sampling area (Fig. 2).
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Sampling and analysis

Traits of elm tree

Elm (Ulmus SPP.) includes 20 to 45 species, scattered in the northern hemisphere and mountainous parts of tropical regions (Wheeler and Manchester, 2007). Iran is one of the countries wherein some elm species have been expanded (Oladi et al., 2013). Because some species of elm, due to their vault-like crown, are widely used in development of green spaces in urban areas.

Leaf sampling

In each sampling site, 5 healthy and disease-free trees with the least distance from the street were selected randomly. The orientation of the trees towards the street and the direction of sunlight and wind were considered to be the same. The trees were even aged and selected from similar diameter classes. The sampling was done at the end of the growing season in the second half of September, 2014.

The perfectly healthy leaves were collected from the street side outermost part of the canopy. To ensure the opening of stomata, the leaves were collected at 10 to 11 am. They were placed in a wrapped nylon in an ice tank with minimal hand contact and transferred to the laboratory in the shortest time. To take images with Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), the leaves were dried in a dry place away from sunlight at normal room temperature.

Using the images taken from the lower leaf surface, micro-morphology traits of the leaves, including Stomatal pore length (µm) (SL), Stomatal pore width (µm) (SW), Stomatal density (SD), Stomatal pore shape (SPS) (length to width ratio of stomatal), Stomatal Pore Surface (SPS), and Theoretical minimal stomatal resistance (Rs) were measured. Assuming the oval shape of the pores, the SPS was measured for other pores using Equation 1 (Balasooriya et al., 2009). The Rs was also calculated using Equation 2 (Balasooriya et al., 2009).

\[
SPS = \frac{SL \times SW \times \pi}{4}
\]  
(Eq.1)

\[
Rs = \left( \frac{4}{\pi} \times S1 \times SW \times D \right) + \left( S1 + \frac{SW}{4 \times S1 \times SW \times D} \right)
\]  
(Eq.2)
where Rs is the stomatal resistance ($\text{sm}^{-1}$), $l$ is the stomatal pore depth ($\text{m}$), $D$ is the water vapor diffusion coefficient in air ($24.2 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$ at $20^\circ \text{C}$), and $n$ is the stomatal density (number of stomata $\text{m}^{-2}$). Stomatal depth was considered to be $10 \mu\text{m}$ (Samson et al., 2000; Olyslaegers et al., 2002). To study the macro-morphological parameters of the leaves, from each tree base, the images of 50 leaves were prepared in a JPEG format with the help of a scanner. According to which, the parameters of Leaf length (LL), Leaf Width (LW), LS (length to width ration), Leaf area, teeth density, petiole length, and fluctuating asymmetry blade (FA) (Eq. 3) were calculated using Image J software (Kovacic and Nikolic, 2005).

$$Fa = \frac{|Wl - Wr|}{Wl + Wr}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq.3)

in which $Wl$ is the left half area of leaf blade and $Wr$ refers to the right half area.

To measure SLA, 30 leaves were collected from each tree. From each leaf, 4 cm$^2$ pieces were punched and dried for 24 h at 60 °C. The weight of the dried parts was measured by a digital scale with a precision of 0.001 g. Then, the SLA was calculated using Equation 4. \(\text{SLA} = \frac{\text{area of the punched parts}}{\text{weight of the punched parts}}\). (cm$^2$ g$^{-1}$).

To measure Relative Water Content (RWC), 20 leaves were sampled from each tree and punched into the 4 cm$^2$ pieces. The wet weight of the punched pieces was measured. These pieces were placed in distilled water in low light intensity for 4 h. After measuring their turgor weight, they were dried at 60 °C for 24 h and weighed (Ritchie and Nguyen, 1990) (Eq. 4).

$$\text{RWC} = \frac{\left(\text{wet weight} - \text{dry weight}\right)}{\left(\text{turgor weight} - \text{dry weight}\right)} \times 100$$ \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 4)

Statistical analysis

The normality of the data was tested by Kolmogorov–Smirnov test in SPSS 16.0 software. Homogeneity of variance was tested using Levene’s test. To compare the data, ANOVA was used. For multiple comparisons of the average values, Duncan, Kruskal-Wallis, and Mann-Whitney U tests were used.

Results and discussion

As Figure 2 suggests, the level of most of the pollutants in Gisha Bridge is higher than Azadi Square. This is mainly due to the lower wind speed, high density of buildings, heavy traffic, and transport of worn out vehicles at the central parts of Tehran City (Shamsipour et al., 2013; Naddafi et al., 2012; Leili et al., 2008). Figure 3 shows a SEM image taken from LSS of elm leaf.

Micro-morphological traits of elm leaves

The results of statistical tests showed a significant difference between the average values of the leaf micro-morphological traits in tree sampling stations, including SL (Sig = 0/000), SSH (Sig = 0/000), stomatal density (Sig = 0/000), stomatal pore surface (Sig = 0/001), and RS (Sig = 0/000) (Fig. 4). No significant difference was found between the measured values of SW in the three sampling sites (Sig = 0/289) (Table 1).
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Figure 3. SEM images taken the lower surface pores of elm leaf. a Chitgar Station, b Gisha Bridge, c Azadi Square, d complete blockage of stomata by airborne particulates

According to the table, the SL value, compared to Chitgar Station, showed a decline of 27% in Azadi Square and 19% in Gisha Bridge (Fig. 4a). In addition, the values of stomatal length-to-width ratio in Azadi Square and Gisha Bridge were respectively 27% and 17% lower than that in Chitgar Station. (Fig. 4b). Comparison of the average stomatal density in the studied areas showed that in Azadi and Gisha, 31% and 144% increase in density was observed in comparison with Chitgar (Fig. 4c). Stomatal pore surface was reduced in the polluted sites so that its value at Azadi and Gisha was 31% and 26% lower than Chitgar, respectively (Fig. 4d). The Rs increased in Gisha Bridge compared to Chitgar and was 30% less than Azadi (Fig. 4e).

The response of stomata to tension and mechanisms for reducing and controlling the input of pollutants into leaves are one of the most important traits of plants under stress conditions (Andersen, 2003). Balasooriya et al., 2009). Stomatal density is an important eco-physiologic parameter, which affects gas exchange between the atmosphere and plant (Lake et al., 2001; Uprey et al., 2002; Pompelli et al., 2010).
Table 1. A comparison on the average values of the micro-morphological traits of Elm leaves in the three sampling sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>mean ± SE</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Significant difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stomatal pore length (µm)</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>16.84 ± 0.37</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>12.29 ± 0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>13.56 ± 0.42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomatal pore width (µm)</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>6.92 ± 0.33</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>6.53 ± 0.18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>6.31 ± 0.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomatal pore shape</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>2.62 ± 0.15</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>1.91 ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>2.17 ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomatal density (mm2)</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>322.43 ± 29.01</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>420.87 ± 17.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Br.</td>
<td>780.03 ± 82.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomatal pore surface (µm2)</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>92.47 ± 0.55</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>63.54 ± 0.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>68.33 ± 0.45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical minimal stomatal resistance (sm-1)</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>90.2 ± 10.3</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>63.4 ± 4.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>100.13 ± 18.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ns = no statistically significant difference, * = a statistically significant difference at the probability of 95%, ** = a statistically significant difference at the probability of 99%

Researchers have found that traits such as stomatal density, epidermal cell density, and stomatal pore length are not hereditary and influenced by environmental conditions. Stomatal pore shape, increased stomatal density, and reduced stomatal pore surface in polluted areas are mechanisms for adapting species to contaminated environments (Wagoner, 1975; Kardel et al., 2010; Wuytack et al., 2010; Rani et al., 2006). Increasing the stomatal density and reducing the size of the stomach can control and reduce gas exchanges and the entry of pollutants through the stomata (Wuytack et al., 2010; Alves et al., 2008). The entry of pollutants into plants through stomata has an inhibitory effect on plant physiological activities, such as photosynthesis (Younis et al., 2013). Therefore, plants reduce the size of stomata to minimize the entry of pollutants (Verma and Singh, 2006). Plants, which have good resistance to air pollution, can offset photosynthetic deficiency, caused by reduced gas exchange, by increasing pore density.

In the present study, decreasing changes in stomatal pore length, stomatal pore surface, and stomatal pore shape as well as increasing stomatal density from clean areas towards contaminated areas indicates the strong and effective correlation of these parameters with each other in order to adapt the species to air pollution. Many studies highlighted the importance of measurement of stomatal resistance under air pollution conditions (Alessio et al., 2002; Wuytack et al., 2010). Alessio et al. (2002) believed that stomatal resistance increases in areas with heavy traffic to reduce gas exchanges with the surrounding environment under tension conditions (Verma and Singh, 2006; Wuytack et al., 2010).
In the present study, in the site of Gisha Bridge, in addition to increasing the stomatal density and decreasing the SPS, the Rs showed an increase. This finding is in line with that reported by Wuytack et al. (2010). Mahecha et al. (2013) found that stomatal resistance increases with increasing age. As time passes, stomatal resistance decreases with the activation of tension adaptation mechanisms such as changes in stomatal and enzyme activities. In the present study, Rs reduced as a response to air pollution. The reduction of stomatal resistance in leaves may be due to premature aging caused by environmental tension. In Azadi Site, as the tension increased in leaves, the mechanisms of adaptation were quickly applied; these adaptations caused premature aging, replacement of new leaves, changes in stomatal density and stomatal pore surface, reduced Rs, and increased mesophyll conductance of the leaves. It is also necessary to note that in the present study, stomatal resistance was not measured in the environment; hence the trend of observed stomatal resistance could be due to the effect of local climates and local temperature changes in the sampling areas.

**Macro-morphological traits of the leaves of elm tree**

As Table 1 shows, there was found no significant difference between the average values of leaf length (Sig. = 0.73), leaf width (Sig. = 0.64), leaf area (Sig. = 0.64), leaf...
shape (length-to-width ratio of leaf blade) (Sig. = 0.40), and teeth density (Sig. = 0.11) in the sampling stations. No significant difference was observed between the average values of fluctuating asymmetry blade (Sig. = 0.00) and petiole length (Sig. = 0.02) in the three sampling sites (Table 2).

**Table 2. Statistical analysis of the leaf macro-morphological traits of elm leaf in the sampling sites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Sampling site</th>
<th>mean ± SE</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leaf length</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>76.79 ± 4.67</td>
<td>0.732 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>76.26 ± 6.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>82.33 ± 6.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf width</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>45.97 ± 3.57</td>
<td>0.645 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>50.171 ± 5.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>52.21 ± 4.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf area</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>23.46 ± 2.05</td>
<td>0.645 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>26.94 ± 5.64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>29.43 ± 4.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length to width ratio of leaf blade</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>1.687 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.404 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>1.55 ± 0.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>1.60 ± 0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluctuating asymmetry blade</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.000 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petiole length</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>6.66 ± 1.38</td>
<td>0.026 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>10.72 ± 1.51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>11.76 ± 0.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeth density</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>2.39 ± 0.246</td>
<td>0.115 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>1.37 ± 0.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>1.60 ± 0.378</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific leaf area</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>123.89 ± 24.4</td>
<td>0.470 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>101.92 ± 11.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>91.83 ± 17.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative water content</td>
<td>Chitgar</td>
<td>81.4 ± 2.55</td>
<td>0.000 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Azadi Square</td>
<td>45.4 ± 4.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gisha Bridge</td>
<td>83.1 ± 1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ns = no statistically significant difference, * = statistically significant difference at the probability of 95%, ** = statistically significant difference at the probability of 99%

Despite the insignificant difference found in the average values of leaf area in three sites, this parameter in the sites of Azadi Square and Gisha Bridge increased respectively by 15% and 25% compared to the clean environment in Chitgar Site.

Although the difference between the average values of fluctuating asymmetry blade of the three sites was not confirmed statistically, however the parameter in the sites of Azadi and Gisha Bridge increased respectively by 21% and 136% compared to Chitgar. Petiole length in Azadi and Gisha Bridge increased respectively by 61% and 77% compared to Chitgar. Although there was found no significant difference in the average
values of number of teeth per unit area, it reduced respectively by 43% and 31% in Azadi and Gisha Bridge, compared to Chitgar. The comparison of the average values of specific leaf area in the sampling sites showed no significant difference among them (Sig. = 0.47) comparing the average values of relative water content in the sampling sites showed a significant difference (Sig = 0.00) and demonstrated a reduction of 44% in Azadi Site compared to Chitgar, and it was relatively equal in Gisha Bridge and Chitgar.

Under tension conditions, plants make adaptations that decline gas exchange to the environment in order to reduce contact surface with the polluted environment (Kardel et al., 2010; Arriaga et al., 2014; Verma and Singh, 2006; Balasooriya et al., 2009). The alteration of plant traits in air pollution conditions has been emphasized by many researchers, such as Vujic’ et al. (2015) and Glukhov et al. (2015).

Various studies have referred to the reduction of leaf length, leaf width, and leaf area in different plant species under polluted conditions (Kardel et al., 2010; Arriaga et al., 2014; Verma and Singh, 2006; Lima et al., 2000; Balasooriya et al., 2009). Balasooriya et al. (2009) and Verma and Singh (2006) reported that the leaf area in contaminated sites is one of the most important biological markers for contamination monitoring. In the present study, the lack of significant difference in mean leaf length, leaf width, leaf area, teeth density, and leaf shape indicated that the macro-morphological variations of elm leaf in polluted sites are not noticeable. The elongation of the leaf and the petiole represents its tolerance to stress (Xu et al., 2009). The findings of the present study confirm those reported by Xu et al. (2009). Incremental changes in petiole length, leaf area, and dry weight from the clean site to the polluted areas showed a positive relationship between these parameters and adaptation of the species to environmental pollutants (Meziane and Shipley, 2001; Chaturvedi et al., 2013).

By reducing the specific leaf area, the amount of chloroplast per unit area of plants increases. Thick leaf has a higher photosynthetic potential. In better words, the concentration of chlorophyll of chloroplast increases in thick leaves and the loss of light or the light passing through the leaves decreases. Consequently, leaf photosynthetic capacity increases.

Those species maintain their photosynthesis rate under tension conditions will be more responsive to stress. Insignificant statistical differences in the present study indicated that elm, with the preservation of the photosynthesis potential in the leaves, can resist contamination and continue its growth.

In the polluted sites of Azadi and Gisha Bridge, a reduction in specific leaf area was observed. This is a strategy to improve stress tolerance (Xu et al., 2009). The leaf area variation reflects the growth rate of plants (Meziane and Shipley, 1999). Its reduction reduces water loss and transpiration. It also slows leaf growth and increases resistance of species to tension. Plants that are resistant to tension have higher relative water content (Mahecha et al., 2013). By increasing the thickness of leaves, the water loss is reduced and the relative water content is maintained at an optimum level.

In the present study, there was found no statistical difference between the relative humidity content of clean and contaminated sites, indicating the resistance of the species against the reduction of water content and the increase of transpiration in the presence of air pollutants. Changes in relative water content and specific leaf area revealed a negative relationship between these variables in order to adapt to environmental tension conditions.
Based on the macro-morphological traits of the elm leaf in this study, it can be argued that the elm leaf is resistant to air pollutants. The elm, in conditions of increased stress, can increase its resistance to airborne contaminants, with adaptations.

Conclusion

The results of the study suggested that the macro-morphological traits of elm leaf, such as its shape, area, width, and length in the presence of air pollutants do not change significantly and are relatively resistant. The stomatal traits at the lower leaf surface of elm showed that the tree controls the entry of air pollutants by reducing the size of stomata, and stomatal density increases to compensate for the shortage of gas exchanges.

The elm tree can maintain the water contents of leaf tissue to the optimum level, and by increasing the leaf thickness, preserve the photosynthetic potential of its leaves.

In the polluted sites, with increasing leaf thickness, stomatal density also increased. Regarding the inherent resistance of this species to the reduction of leaf water potential, the loss of photosynthetic rate caused by the presence of pollutants was compensated. Reducing the relative water content at Azadi Site can lead to the closure of stomata and eventually reduced photosynthesis. In this site, the species also reduced the size of stomatal pore to cope with this tension. According to the findings of this study, elm can resist against air pollution by applying cost-saving mechanisms. The findings showed that the traits of the elm leaf on polluted sites vary hardly. Hence, based on morphological studies of elm leaf, it can be admitted that the elm species is resistant to air pollution stress in industrialized cities and industrial areas, as well as the sites with high traffic volume. Anatomical studies of leaf can supplement this idea.

In many studies, stomatal density and stomatal pore surface are introduced as a good indicator for well differentiation of the sites with different air quality. Similarly, in elm species these two parameters were obviously better descriptors of leaf changes in different environmental conditions. The findings of the present study indicated that in urban and industrial areas that need green spaces resistant to air pollution, the planting of elm tree can play an effective role in achieving this goal.
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